Calibrating dietary self-report instruments is recommended as a way to adjust for measurement error when estimating diet-disease associations. Because biomarkers available for calibration are limited, most investigators use self-reports (e.g., 24-hour recalls (24HRs)) as the reference instrument. We evaluated the performance of 24HRs as reference instruments for calibrating food frequency questionnaires (FFQs), using data from the Validation Studies Pooling Project, comprising 5 large validation studies using recovery biomarkers. Using 24HRs as reference instruments, we estimated attenuation factors, correlations with truth, and calibration equations for FFQ-reported intakes of energy and for protein, potassium, and sodium and their densities, and we compared them with values derived using biomarkers. Based on 24HRs, FFQ attenuation factors were substantially overestimated for energy and sodium intakes, less for protein and potassium, and minimally for nutrient densities. FFQ correlations with truth, based on 24HRs, were substantially overestimated for all dietary components. Calibration equations did not capture dependencies on body mass index. We also compared predicted bias in estimated relative risks adjusted using 24HRs as reference instruments with bias when making no adjustment. In disease models with energy and 1 or more nutrient intakes, predicted bias in estimated nutrient relative risks was reduced on average, but bias in the energy risk coefficient was unchanged. attenuation factor; calibration equations; dietary intake; food frequency questionnaire; measurement error; nutritional epidemiologic methods
Measurement error is inherent in self-reported dietary assessment instruments, leading to biased estimates of dietdisease associations in nutritional cohort studies (1) . The bias in such estimates arises from random within-person variation in self-reported intake and also from systematic bias in the report. To reduce the resulting bias in the estimated dietdisease associations, "calibration" substudies are conducted in which a subgroup of study participants complete, in addition to the main instrument for reporting intake, 1 or more "reference" dietary assessments. The substudy information is then used, typically through the statistical method of regression calibration (2, 3) , to adjust the risk estimate obtained from the main study. The substudy information is also used to gauge the quality of the main instrument, partly via its estimated correlation with the reference instrument.
The validity of the statistical adjustment of the risk estimate, and of the estimated correlation, rests on assuming that the reference instrument provides an unbiased measure of each individual's true intake (or that if there is any additive bias, it is identical in each individual).
Currently, in dietary cohort studies, the most commonly used main instrument is a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), and the most commonly used reference instruments are multiple 24-hour recalls (24HRs), as in Munger et al. (4) , or a multiple-day, sometimes weighed, food record, as in Willett et al. (5) and Patterson et al. (6) . Here, we evaluate 24HRs as reference instruments.
This evaluation is needed because of reports that 24HRs contravene the requirement of unbiasedness in a reference instrument. This condition can be checked for nutrients that have a recovery biomarker (i.e., a nutritional biomarker that is "recovered" nearly completely in human blood or urine and that is assumed to provide an unbiased estimate of an individual's true intake). The list of nutrients having recovery biomarkers is short: energy (measured by the doubly labeled water method) and protein, potassium, and sodium (measured from 24-hour urine collection). Using data from the Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition (OPEN) study, 24HRs were found to provide a biased assessment of these intakes (7) .
Subsequently, also using data from OPEN, Freedman et al. (1) examined the extent of improvement in risk estimates after adjustment using 24HRs. They concluded that 24HR-based adjustment reduced, but did not eliminate, the bias in the risk estimate. Prentice et al. (8) examined the same question for both a 4-day food record and 24HRs and concluded that although adjustment based on either instrument did not correct for the effects of systematic bias in FFQ energy assessment on estimated diet-disease associations, they may have helped reduce the bias in these estimates resulting from random within-person variation in the FFQ report.
Since then, investigators from 5 large dietary validation studies with recovery biomarkers have pooled their data in the Validation Studies Pooling Project (VSPP) (9) . We used those data to reexamine the suitability of 24HRs as reference instruments.
METHODS

The Validation Studies Pooling Project
The 5 studies included in the Validation Studies Pooling Project were conducted in different US populations (9) . The OPEN (10) and the Automated Multiple-Pass Method (AMPM) validation studies (11) included 484 and 524 volunteers, respectively, aged 40-69 years, residing in Maryland. The Energetics study included 263 younger white and African-American adults residing in California (12) . The Nutrition Biomarker Study (NBS) and the Nutrition and Physical Activity Assessment Study (NPAAS) included 544 participants in the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) Dietary Modification Trial (13) and 450 postmenopausal women participating in the Observational Cohort (14) in the United States, respectively, most of whom were over 60 years of age. Further details are given elsewhere (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
Each study included administering an FFQ to each participant. The FFQs queried dietary intake over the past year (OPEN, Energetics, AMPM) or over the past 3 months (NBS, NPAAS). Three versions of FFQ were used: the Diet History Questionnaire (15) (OPEN, Energetics), the Harvard FFQ (5) (AMPM), and the Women's Health Initiative FFQ (6, 16) 
(NBS, NPAAS).
Each study included 2 or more 24HR assessments, administered to all participants in 4 studies and to a 20% subset in NBS. Different versions of 24HR were used. OPEN used a pencil-and-paper version of the interviewer-administered Automated Multiple-Pass Method (10) . AMPM used a computer-automated version of this method; the first recall was conducted in person and the second and third by telephone (11) . NBS and NPAAS used the Nutrition Data System for Research (2005 nutrient database) interviewer-administered multiple-pass method, conducted by telephone (16, 17) . Energetics used DietDay, a web-based self-administered 24HR (12) . Further details are given elsewhere (6, (10) (11) (12) 17) .
Each study included the following recovery biomarkers: doubly labeled water for energy intake (18) and 24-hour urinary nitrogen, potassium, and sodium for protein (19) , potassium (20) , and sodium (21) intakes, respectively. For details of their measurement, see Web Appendix 1 (available at https://academic.oup.com/aje). Urinary nitrogen values in grams were divided by 0.81 to convert to dietary nitrogen (19) and then multiplied by 6.25 to convert to dietary protein. Urinary potassium and sodium values were divided by 0.80 and 0.86, respectively, to convert to dietary potassium (22) and sodium (23) . Each study included a substudy, of varying size, to examine the reliability of selfreports and biomarkers, as detailed in Web Appendix 1.
The timing of the different instruments varied across studies. In all studies except AMPM, the FFQ was administered at the beginning of the main study. In AMPM, the FFQ was administered 1-14 months after the beginning of the main study. In all studies, doubly labeled water was administered at 1-14 days, and 24-hour urine samples were collected during the same period. The 24HRs were administered on the following days: in OPEN, days 1 and 61; Energetics, days 1, 3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 30 , and 60; AMPM, days 1, 5-6, and 10-11; NBS, none in the main study but 1 in the reliability substudy at 180 days in 20% of the sample; NPAAS, 3 repeats from 14 to 104 days. These measurements were supplemented by those in the reliability substudies.
Statistical methods
We report on 7 dietary components: energy, protein, potassium, sodium, and protein, potassium, and sodium densities. Protein density was measured as percent of total energy, and potassium and sodium densities as mg/1,000 kcal. All reported dietary intakes and biomarker levels were logarithmically transformed to better approximate normal distributions and stabilize variances.
We evaluated the use of 24HRs as reference instruments in several ways. First, we evaluated 1) attenuation factors and 2) correlations of FFQ self-report with true usual intake estimated when 24HRs were used as reference instruments. We compared these estimates with those obtained when recovery biomarkers were used as reference instruments. Both attenuation factors and correlations between reported and true usual intake are important when estimating diet-health relationships.
The attenuation factor (usually between 0 and 1) closely approximates the shrinkage factor in the slope of a simple univariate logistic or Cox regression of a health outcome on continuous self-reported intake rather than true dietary intake. Consequently, dividing the observed slope by the attenuation factor provides an adjustment of the slope for measurement error.
The attenuation factor was estimated as the slope in the linear regression of the reference instrument value on FFQreported intake. To accommodate multiple determinations of biomarker levels or 24HR assessments, linear mixed models (24) , with random intercepts for participants, were employed (Web Appendix 2). These were meta-analysis models with dummy variables indicating the study included in the regression model (Web Appendix 2). Terms indicating the interaction of study with FFQ were also included in the model, so that a separate coefficient for the FFQ report was obtained for each study.
Specifically, the biomarker-based attenuation factors were estimated through the model:
where M kij is the jth observation of the biomarker for the ith individual in study k, T ki is the (unobserved) true usual intake of that individual, Q ki is the FFQ-report of that individual, u ki is the random (unobserved) intercept for that individual, and e kij is random within-person variation. The parameter λ k0 is the study-specific intercept and λ k1 is the study-specific attenuation factor. It was assumed that the random terms were independent, normally distributed variables with mean 0 and study-specific variances. The 24HR-based attenuation factors were estimated through the same model as shown in equation (1), except that the biomarker value M kij was replaced by the 24HR-reported intake R kij .
Correlation coefficients between reported and true intake are related to loss of statistical power to detect diet-health associations when using self-reported intake instead of true intake (25) , and they are used to measure the quality of a self-report instrument. In simple models they also serve to deattenuate relative risks between 2 categories of intake (26) . They were estimated as correlations between FFQ-reported intakes and reference instrument values adjusted for withinperson biomarker variation, using a method similar to that of Rosner and Willett (27) (Web Appendix 2). Across-study attenuation factors and correlation coefficients were calculated as inverse-variance weighted averages.
Second, we compared calibration equations based on 24HRs as reference instruments with those based on biomarkers as reference instruments. Calibration equations, predicting true usual intake from self-reported intake and other covariates, are used to implement the regression calibration method (2). They are estimated for each intake included in the health outcome model and the resulting predictions are substituted for the true intakes, while taking account of their uncertainty. In theory, all covariates in the health outcome model should be considered for inclusion in the calibration equation. Here, for illustration, we included the covariates that were common to all the studies and available in the VSPP database: age (<40 years, 40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years, 70-79 years, and ≥80 years), body mass index (BMI) (weight (kg)/height (m) 2 , log-transformed), race (African-American, white/other), and education (high school, college, postgraduate) together with FFQ-reported intake. Calibration equations were estimated through linear regressions of the reference instrument value on these variables. The models were as described in equation (1), but with the above-mentioned covariates added. The accuracy of prediction achieved by the calibration equation was measured by the correlation between the predicted intakes and the biomarker, adjusted for withinperson biomarker variation (Web Appendix 2). With biomarkers as the reference instrument, this correlation equals the square root of the R 2 measure, adjusted for within-person biomarker variation (14) .
As mentioned above, when a single covariate is measured with error, dividing its observed coefficient by the attenuation factor provides an estimate that is adjusted for measurement error. In a model with multiple covariates subject to measurement error, this adjustment is achieved using the "attenuation-contamination matrix" instead of the attenuation factor. The diagonal elements of the matrix are the attenuation factors (adjusted for other dietary intakes in the model) and govern how much shrinkage of the coefficient occurs due to the measurement error of a dietary intake in the FFQ. The off-diagonal elements are called contamination factors and govern how much residual confounding occurs from the other dietary intakes in the model due to their own FFQ measurement error (1) .
The vector of adjusted regression coefficients is obtained by multiplying the observed vector of coefficients by the inverse of the attenuation-contamination matrix. For example, if there were 3 dietary intakes of interest, each measured with error, then the model would include a separate coefficient for each intake, and the observed estimates would be grouped into a 3 × 1 vector. The attenuation-contamination matrix would have dimensions 3 × 3, as would its inverse, and the multiple of this inverse with the vector of observed estimates would yield a 3 × 1 vector of adjusted coefficients. In view of its important role, as a third assessment, we compared the attenuation-contamination matrix estimated with 24HRs as the reference with that estimated with biomarkers as reference, for 2 multivariate disease models: 1) disease outcome versus energy, protein density, and potassium density and 2) disease outcome versus energy, protein density, potassium density, and sodium density.
The matrix elements were estimated as the coefficients of the FFQ intakes in regressions of the reference measure of each intake in the disease model on the FFQ reports. For the calibration equation method, we repeated the above exercise with personal characteristics, as above, in the regression models (Web Appendix 2).
Fourth, using the above results for models 1 and 2, we investigated the size of the bias in the risk estimate adjusted using 24HRs as the referent, and we compared this with the bias occurring under no adjustment. Accordingly, we created scenarios in which the log odds ratios in a linear logistic regression took random values between −0.7 (odds ratio = 0.5) and 0.7 (odds ratio = 2.0) uniformly and independently for each of the covariates, and we averaged results over 100,000 simulations. We calculated, for each risk parameter, the average absolute bias in the estimate, the average difference in the absolute bias between adjusted and unadjusted estimates, and the proportion of scenarios in which the adjusted estimate was less biased than the unadjusted estimate. We repeated this exercise for the calibration equation approach (Web Appendix 3, Web Tables 1-6 ).
All analyses were implemented in SAS, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) (28) .
RESULTS
Attenuation factors and correlations with true usual intake, using biomarkers and 24HRs as referents Table 1 presents attenuation factors and correlation coefficients between FFQ-reported intake and true intake estimated 1) using recovery biomarkers as the reference instrument and 2) using 24HRs. Compared with biomarkers, using 24HRs as the reference instrument caused some overestimation of the attenuation factor and considerable overestimation of the correlation with true intake. Overestimation of the attenuation factor was large for energy and sodium, smaller for protein and potassium, and only slight (and statistically nonsignificant) for densities. Overestimation of the correlation with truth was substantial (by more than 25%) for all components except potassium in men. Table 2 presents estimated coefficients of log BMI in the calibration equation models. BMI is often the strongest predictor of energy intake or absolute intake of nutrients strongly correlated with energy intake when using recovery biomarkers as the referent. Its estimated coefficient when using 24HRs as referent was much smaller (than when using biomarkers as referent) for predicting intake of energy, protein, sodium, and potassium density, thus missing an important dependency of true intake on BMI. Dependencies of true intake on age and race were similarly underestimated. The full calibration equations for each dietary biomarker based on biomarkers as the referent and 24HRs as the referent are presented in Web Tables 7-13.  Table 3 presents attenuation factors and correlations with truth when calibration equation predictors, based on biomarkers or 24HRs as referent, are used in the disease model. We also compare these with use of the FFQ reported intake, the "unadjusted" analysis. Attenuation factors of the biomarkerbased prediction equal 1, assuming the biomarker is unbiased. As seen, attenuation factors for the 24HR-based prediction are much closer to 1 than the attenuation factors for the unadjusted FFQ. With regard to correlation with true intake, the 24HR-based prediction was considerably improved over the FFQ report for energy, protein, potassium, sodium, and potassium density, with the main improvements appearing in men. However, for protein and sodium densities, the correlations were only modestly higher, if at all, when biomarker-or 24HR-based predictions models were used compared with unadjusted FFQ assessments.
Calibration equations
Attenuation-contamination matrix
Tables 4 and 5 present estimates of the matrices for 2 multivariate disease models. The tables provide the biomarkerbased and 24HR-based estimates. Several aspects deserve comment.
First, with biomarkers as the referent, some estimated contamination factors were sizable (about 20% were larger than 0.1 in absolute value, e.g., potassium density-sodium density in Table 5 ), although most were small. The larger values were statistically significantly different from zero (P < 0.05), as were several smaller values. This implies that some degree of residual confounding can be expected to arise from measurement error in models with more than 1 dietary factor. Second, when 24HRs were the referent, attenuation factors of the densities were estimated well, the attenuation factor for energy was overestimated, and the contamination factors were sometimes estimated well, but they were estimated poorly in about one-third of cases (with absolute error of 0.1 or more).
Third, we repeated this exercise with personal characteristics included in the calibration equation, with little change in the attenuation-contamination matrix estimates (see Web Appendix 3 and Web Tables 1-4). Table 6 presents average absolute biases expected in the estimates of risk coefficients (typically log odds ratios, relative risks, or hazard ratios), with 24HRs used as referent and with no measurement-error adjustment. Adjusting results using 24HRs as referent reduced the average bias in estimated coefficients. The percentage of cases in which it helped ranged from 58% to 91% for nutrient densities. For the energy coefficient, adjustment did not improve the estimates. While unadjusted estimates were nearly always attenuated, 24HR-based adjusted estimates were sometimes attenuated and sometimes inflated (data not shown). We repeated the exercise with calibration equations, obtaining similar results (see Web Appendix 3 and Web Tables 5 and 6 ).
DISCUSSION
For most dietary components, unbiased reference instruments are lacking. Therefore, other instruments are used for validating self-report instruments and adjusting risk estimates for measurement error. Most commonly, more accurate selfreport methods (e.g., 24HRs) are used. There are 2 characteristics of self-reports that make them imperfect as reference instruments: First, they have intake-related systematic bias, and second, their errors are correlated with errors occurring with the self-report instrument that they are meant to be validating (7, 10, 29) . These characteristics will often lead to an imperfect adjustment for measurement error of the estimated relative risks when self-reports are used as reference instruments.
Here, we have investigated using 24HRs as reference instruments for validating an FFQ. Prentice et al. (8) studied using 24HRs and a multiple-day food record as referents, using the same biomarkers as those included in the current study, with results similar to those presented here. Ferrari et al. (30) have previously investigated 24HRs as reference instruments for protein and potassium intakes in a similarly large number of individuals (n = 1,072). Their results are similar to those reported here. However, our studies included doubly labeled water and urinary sodium, so were able to investigate energy, sodium, and also the nutrient densities. Thus our enquiry extends to evaluating not only the benefit of calibration-adjustment procedures using 24HRs but also the benefit of energy adjustment when combined with the calibration adjustment.
For estimating attenuation factors and adjusting risk estimates for dietary measurement error (3) in health-outcome models with a single continuous dietary exposure, using 24HRs as referents gave good results for nutrient densities, moderately good results for absolute potassium and protein, but poor results for absolute sodium and energy. For health outcome models with multiple covariates, 24HR-based adjusted risk estimates for nutrient densities were biased but less so than unadjusted risk estimates. However, 24HR-based adjustment did not reduce the bias in risk estimates for energy. These results agree with those reported by Freedman et al. (1) and with conclusions drawn recently by Buonaccorsi et al. (31) . Thus, using 24HRs as reference instruments to adjust estimates of association between continuous intakes and health outcomes in cohort studies seems worthwhile, although bias will remain.
Other aspects of the performance of 24HRs as a referent appeared less favorable. Correlations of FFQ self-reported intake with true intake based on 24HRs were substantially overestimated compared with biomarker-based estimates. Validating self-report instruments by correlating them with 24HRs (adjusted for within-person variation) can give overoptimistic results. Furthermore, using 24HR-based estimates of correlation with truth to adjust risk estimates for categorized intakes inadequately adjusts relative risk estimates. For example, when true relative risk between 2 categories of sodium density in men was 2.0, then from Table 1 , on average the unadjusted relative risk was estimated as 1.24 (2.0 0.31 ), and the 24HR-based adjusted relative risk was 1.52 (2.0 (0.31/0.51) ), closer to 2.0 but still much too low. This appears to be caused by the correlation between personspecific errors on the 24HR and FFQ spuriously increasing the estimated correlation of FFQ with true usual intake.
24HR-based calibration equations that included personal characteristics were less well correlated with true intake than biomarker-based calibration equations, and they failed to reveal the full dependency of FFQ-reporting of energy, protein, and sodium intakes on BMI. The relationship of FFQreporting of protein and potassium intakes with race was also not revealed using the 24HR as referent. While this failure does not materially increase bias in adjusted risk estimates, assuming the same personal characteristics are included in the disease model, it does lead to bias in estimated coefficients of the personal characteristics themselves. The observation of Prentice et al. (8) that use of food records or 24HRs as reference instruments did not correct for systematic bias in energy assessment agrees with our results regarding the energy risk parameter in Table 6 .
When using 24HRs as reference instruments, there is confusion over whether one or the mean of several 24HRs should be used. Although nutritionists regard a single 24HR as insufficiently accurate for use as a referent, the principal criterion for a referent is unbiasedness, not the magnitude of its random error. If a single 24HR yields biased intakes, the b Biomarker columns refer to the estimates using biomarkers as the reference instrument. 24HR columns refer to the estimates using 24HRs as the reference instrument.
c Attenuation factors; all other numbers in the table are contamination factors. d Contamination factor statistically significantly different from zero, P < 0.05 (Wald z test). b Biomarker columns refer to the estimates using biomarkers as the reference instrument. 24HR columns refer to the estimates using 24HRs as the reference instrument.
c Attenuation factors; all other numbers in the table are contamination factors. d Contamination factor statistically significantly different from zero, P < 0.05 (Wald z test).
mean of several carries the same bias. Thus, increasing the number of 24HRs, although reducing random error in the resulting validation or adjustment, cannot reduce the systematic bias. Our results are based on meta-analysis of 5 validation studies and are averaged over those studies. Moderate but not excessive across-study heterogeneity was observed. For example, over the 14 dietary component-sex combinations examined, only 1 displayed highly statistically significant heterogeneity (P ≤ 0.01) in estimated attenuation factors (24HR-based attenuation factor with women reporting sodium density). In this particular case, the estimated attenuation factor for the AMPM study was 0.17 compared with 0.54 for OPEN and 0.59 for NBS. Overall, the performance of 24HRs as reference instruments did not appear much different in the varying populations studied.
In summary, our results suggest that using 24HRs as reference instruments can reduce but not eliminate the bias in estimated risk parameters associated with intakes on a continuous scale, and we recommend using regression calibration based on 24HRs for such adjustment when no recovery biomarkers are available. In studies that employ administering a combination of FFQ with 24HRs, as has been previously suggested (32) , the data for such calibration will be ready available. However, one should expect no improvement in the risk parameter for energy, and we note that the improvement was more modest for sodium density than for potassium density and protein density. Moreover, compared with biomarker-based estimates, 24HRs appear to provide inadequate adjustment of estimated relative risks between categories of intake and to overestimate substantially the correlation between a self-reported intake and true intake.
Our investigation was, by necessity, restricted to intakes of energy, protein, potassium, and sodium. While the results provide guidance for future practice, they may not extrapolate well to all other dietary components. In the continued a When adjustment was made, 24-hour recalls were used as the reference instrument, and we calculated the average difference in absolute bias between the unadjusted and adjusted estimates as well as the percentage of adjusted estimates with less bias than the corresponding unadjusted estimate. search for reliable evidence of links between dietary intake and health outcomes, further investment in development and evaluation of methods for measuring dietary intake and approximately unbiased biomarkers for a wider range of foods and nutrients is needed (33) .
